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Abstract
Generalizing earlier work of Delbaen & Haezendonck for given compound renewal
process S under a probability measure P we characterize all probability measures
Q on the domain of P such that Q and P are progressively equivalent and S re-
mains a compound renewal process under Q. As a consequence, we prove that
any compound renewal process can be converted into a compound Poisson process
through a change of measures and we show how this approach is related to premium
calculation principles.
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1 Introduction
A basic method in mathematical finance is to replace the original probability measure with
an equivalent martingale measure, sometimes called a risk-neutral measure. This measure
is used for pricing and hedging given contingent claims (e.g., options, futures, etc.). In
contrast to the situation of the classical Black-Scholes option pricing formula, where the
equivalent martingale measure is unique, in actuarial mathematics that is certainly not
the case.
∗Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: macheras@unipi.gr (N.D. Macheras), stzaninis@unipi.gr (S.M. Tzaninis)
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The above fact was pointed out by Delbaen & Haezendonck in their pioneering paper [5],
as the authors “tried to create a mathematical framework to deal with finance related to
risk processes” in the frame of classical Risk Theory. Thus, they were confronted with the
problem of characterizing all equivalent martingale measures Q such that a compound
Poisson process under an original measure P remains a compound Poisson one under Q.
They answered to the positive the previous problem in [5], and applied their results to
the theory of premium calculation principles (see also Embrechts [7] for an overview).
The method provided by [5] has been successfully applied to many areas of insurance
mathematics such as pricing (re-)insurance contracts (Holtan [11], Haslip & Kaishev [10]),
simulation of ruin probabilities (Boogaert & De Waegenaere [3]), risk capital allocation
(Yu et al. [19]), pricing CAT derivatives (Geman & Yor [9], Embrechts & Meister [8]),
and has been generalized to the case of the mixed Poisson processes (see Meister [13]).
However, there is one vital point about the (compound) Poisson processes which is their
greatest weakness as far as practical applications are considered, and this is the fact that
the variance is a linear function of time t. The latter, together with the fact that in some
interesting real-life cases the interarrival times process associated with a counting process
remain independent but the exponential interarrival time distribution does not fit well
into the observed data (cf. e.g. Chen et al. [4] and Wang et al. [18]), implies that the
induced counting process is a renewal but not a Poisson one. This raises the question,
whether the characterization of Delbaen & Haezendonck can be extended to the more
general compound renewal risk model (also known as the Sparre Andersen model), and it
is precisely this problem the paper deals with. In particular, if the process S is under the
probability measure P a compound renewal one, it would be interesting to characterize all
probability measures Q being equivalent to P and converting S into a compound Poisson
process under Q.
In Section 2, we prove the one direction of the desired characterization, see Proposition 2.4,
which provides characterization and explicit calculation of Radon-Nikody´m derivatives
dQ{dP for well known cases in insurance mathematics, see Examples 2.5 and 2.6. Since
the increments of a renewal process are not, in general, independent and stationary we
cannot use arguments similar to those used in the main proof of [5], Proposition 2.2.
In an effort to overcome this obstacle we inserted Lemma 2.1, which holds true for any
(compound) counting process, and on which the proof of Proposition 2.4 relies heavily.
In Section 3, the inverse direction is proven in Proposition 3.8, where a canonical change
of measures technique is provided, which seems to simplify the well known one involving
the markovization of a (compound) renewal process, see Remark 3.9. The desired char-
acterization is given in Theorem 3.10, which completes and simplifies the proof of the
main result of [5]. As a consequence of Theorem 3.10, it is proven in Corollary 3.11 that
any compound renewal process can be converted into a compound Poisson one through
a change of measures, by choosing the “correct” Radon-Nikody´m derivative. The main
result of [5], Proposition 2.2, follows as a special instance of Theorem 3.10, see Remark
3.12 (a).
In Section 4, we apply our results to the financial pricing of insurance in a compound
renewal risk model. We first prove that given a compound renewal process S under P ,
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the process ZpP q :“ tZtutPR` with Zt :“ St ´ t ¨ ppP q for any t ě 0, where ppP q is
the premium density, is a martingale under P if and only if S is a compound Poisson
process under P , see Proposition 4.1, showing in this way that a martingale approach to
premium calculation principles leads in the case of compound renewal processes imme-
diately to compound Poisson ones. A consequence of Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 4.1
is a characterization of all progressively equivalent martingale measures Q converting a
compound renewal process S into a compound Poisson one, see Proposition 4.2. Using
the latter result, we find out canonical price processes satisfying the condition of no free
lunch with vanishing risk, see Theorem 4.3, connecting in this way our results with this
basic notion of mathematical finance. Finally, we present some applications of Corollary
3.11 and Theorem 4.3 to the computation of some premium calculation principles, see
Examples 4.5 to 4.7.
2 Compound renewal processes and progressively equiv-
alent measures
Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, pΩ,Σ, P q is a fixed but arbitrary probability
space and Υ :“ p0,8q. The symbols L1pP q and L2pP q stand for the families of all real-
valued P -integrable and P -square integrable functions on Ω, respectively. Functions that
are P -a.s. equal are not identified. We denote by σpGq the σ-algebra generated by a family
G of subsets of Ω. Given a topology T on Ω we write BpΩq for its Borel σ-algebra
on Ω, i.e. the σ-algebra generated by T. Our measure theoretic terminology is standard
and generally follows [2]. For the definitions of real-valued random variables and random
variables we refer to [2], p. 308. Given a real-valued random variable X , we denote by
σpXq :“ tX´1pBq : B P BpRqu the σ-algebra generated by X . The distribution of X is
the measure PX defined by means of PXpBq :“ P pX
´1pBqq for any B P BpRq. We apply
the notation PX “ Kpθq to mean that X is distributed according to the law Kpθq, where
θ P D Ď Rd (d P N). We denote again by Kpθq the distribution function induced by the
probability distribution Kpθq. Notation Gapa, bq, where a, b P p0,8q, stands for the law
of gamma distribution (cf. e.g. [15], p. 180). In particular, Gapa, 1q “ Exppaq stands
for the law of exponential distribution. For two real-valued random variables X and Y
we write X “ Y P -a.s. if tX ‰ Y u is a P -null set. If A Ď Ω, then Ac :“ ΩzA, while χA
denotes the indicator (or characteristic) function of the set A. For a map f : D ÞÝÑ E
and for a non-empty set A Ď D we denote by f æ A the restriction of f to A.
Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, N :“ tNtutPR` is a counting (or claim number) pro-
cess with exceptional null set ΩN (see [15], p. 17 for the definition), T :“ tTnunPN0 and
W :“ tWnunPN are the associated with N (claim) arrival and interarrival processes, re-
spectively (see [15], p. 6 for the definitions). Without loss of generality we may and do
assume that ΩN is empty. Moreover, X :“ tXnunPN is a claim size process, such that
P ptX1 ą 0uq “ 1, and S :“ tStutPR` is an aggregate claims process (see [15], p. 103 for
the definitions). The pair pN,Xq is a P -risk process inducing S (see [15], p. 127 for the
definition). Denote by FW :“ tFWn unPN, F
X :“ tFXn unPN and F :“ tF
S
t utPR` the natural
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filtrations of W , X and S, respectively.
The next lemma is a general and helpful result, as it provides a clear understanding of
the structure of F , and it is essential for the proofs of our main results.
Lemma 2.1 For every t ě 0 and n P N0 the following
Ft X tNt “ nu “ σpF
W
n Y F
X
n q X tNt “ nu
holds true.
Proof. Fix on arbitrary t ě 0 and n P N0.
Clearly, for n “ 0 we get FX0 “ F
W
0 “ tH, Ωu and Ft X tNt “ 0u “ tH, Ωu X tNt “ 0u;
hence Ft X tNt “ 0u “ σpF
W
0 Y F
X
0 q X tNt “ 0u.
(a) Inclusion σpFWn Y F
X
n q X tNt “ nu Ď Ft X tNt “ nu holds true.
To show (a), fix on arbitrary k P t1, . . . , nu. Note that S is progressively measurable
with respect to F (cf. e.g. [12], p. 4 for the definition), since St is Ft-measurable
and has right continuous paths (cf. e.g. [12], Proposition 1.13). The latter, together
with the fact that Tk is a stopping time of F , implies that STk is FTk-measurable, where
FTk :“ tA P Σ : A X tTk ď vu P Fv for any v ě 0u (cf. e.g. [12], Proposition 2.18).
But Tk´1 ă Tk yields FTk´1 Ď FTk (cf. e.g. [12], Lemma 2.15), implying that STk´1 is
FTk-measurable. Consequently, the random variable Xk “ STk ´STk´1 is FTk-measurable;
hence FXn X tNt “ nu Ď Ft X tNt “ nu.
SinceWk is FTk-measurable, standard computations yield F
W
n XtNt “ nu Ď FtXtNt “ nu,
completing in this way the proof of (a).
(b) Inclusion Ft X tNt “ nu Ď σpF
W
n Y F
X
n q X tNt “ nu holds true.
To show (b), let A P
Ť
uďt σpSuq. There exist an index u P r0, ts and a set B P BpΥ q such
that A “ S´1u pBq “
Ť
mPN0
ptNu “ muXBmq, where Bm :“ p
řm
j“1Xjq
´1pBq P FXm for any
m P N0, implying
A X tNt “ nu “ Dn X tNt “ nuq,
where Dn :“
`Ťn´1
m“0ptNu “ mu X Bmq
˘
Y ptTn ď uu X Bnq P σpF
W
n Y F
X
n q; henceŤ
uďt σpSuq X tNt “ nu Ď σpF
W
n Y F
X
n q X tNt “ nu, implying (b). This completes the
proof of the lemma. l
A counting process N is said to be a P -renewal process with parameter θ P D Ď
R
d and interarrival time distribution Kpθq (written P -RPpKpθqq for short), if its
associated interarrival process W is P -i.i.d. with a common distribution Kpθq : BpΥ q ÞÝÑ
r0, 1s. If θ ą 0 and Kpθq “ Exppθq then a P -RPpKpθqq becomes a P -Poisson process
with parameter θ (cf. e.g. [15], p. 23 for the definition). Note that if N is a P -
RPpKpθqq then EP rN
m
t s ă 8 for any t ě 0 and m P N (cf. e.g. [16], Proposition 4,
p. 101); hence according to [15], Corollary 2.1.5, it has zero probability of explosion, i.e.
P ptsupnPN Tn ă 8uq “ 0.
An aggregate claims process S induced by a P -risk process pN,Xq such that N is a
P -RPpKpθqq, is called a P -compound renewal process (P -CRP for short) with pa-
rameters Kpθq and PX1 . In the special case where N is a P -Poisson process with
4
parameter θ, the induced aggregate claims process S is called a P -compound Poisson
process (P -CPP for short) with parameters θ and PX1.
Lemma 2.2 Let Q be a probability measure on Σ.
(a) If X is Q-i.i.d., QX1 „ PX1 and h is a real-valued, one to one, BpΥ q-measurable
function, then there exists a PX1-a.s. unique real-valued BpΥ q-measurable function γ
such that
piq EP rh
´1 ˝ γ ˝X1s “ 1;
piiq for every n P N0 and for all A P F
X
n condition
(1) QpAq “ EP
“
χA ¨
nź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γ ˝Xjq
‰
holds true.
(b) If W is P - and Q-i.i.d. and QW1 „ PW1, then there exists a PW1-a.s. unique positive
function r P L1pPW1q such that for every n P N0 and for all D P F
W
n condition
QpDq “ EP
“
χD ¨
nź
j“1
pr ˝Wjq
‰
holds true.
Proof. Ad (a): First note that hpΥ q :“ thpyq : y P Υ u P BpRq (cf. e.g. [2] Theorem
8.3.7) and that the function h´1 is BphpΥ qq-BpΥ q-measurable (cf. e.g. [2] Proposition
8.3.5). Since PX1 „ QX1 , by the Radon-Nikody´m Theorem there exists a positive Radon-
Nikody´m derivative f P L1pPX1q of QX1 with respect to PX1. Put γ :“ h ˝ f . An easy
computation justifies the validity of piq.
To check the validity of piiq, fix on an arbitrary n P N0 and consider the family Cn :“!Şn
j“1Aj : Aj P σpXjq
)
. Standard computations show that any A P Cn satisfies condition
(1). By a monotone class argument it can be shown that (1) remains valid for any A P FXn .
Applying similar arguments as above we obtain (b). l
Notations 2.3 (a) Let h be a function as in Lemma 2.2. The class of all real-valued
BpΥ q-measurable functions γ such that EP rh
´1 ˝ γ ˝X1s “ 1 will be denoted by FP,h :“
FP,X1,h.
(b) Let us fix on an arbitrary θ P D Ď Rd, let ρ be a BpDq-BpRkq-measurable function
(d, k P N), and let Λpρpθqq be a probability distribution on BpΥ q. The class of all
probability measures Q on Σ being progressively equivalent to P , i.e. Q æ Ft „ P æ Ft
for any t ě 0, and S is a Q-CRP with parameters Λpρpθqq and QX1 will be denoted by
MS,Λpρpθqq. In the special case d “ k and ρ :“ idD we write MS,Λpθq :“ MS,Λpρpθqq, for
simplicity.
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From now on, unless stated otherwise, h is a function as in Lemma 2.2, D, θ and ρ are
as in Notation 2.3 (b), and P PMS,Kpθq is the initial probability measure under which S
is a CRP with parameters Kpθq and PX1.
In order to formulate the main result of this section we recall the following notion. Let
Z :“ tZtutPR` be a filtration for pΩ,Σq. We say that a family tZtutPR` of real-valued Zt-
measurable P -integrable functions Zt (t ě 0) on Ω is a pP,Zq-martingale if whenever
s ď t condition
ş
A
Zs dP “
ş
A
Zt dP holds true for all A P Zs. A pP,Zq-martingale
tZtutPR` is P -a.s. positive if Zt is P -a.s. positive for each t ě 0.
For Z “ F we write P -martingale instead of pP,Fq-martingale, for simplicity.
For a given aggregate claims process S on pΩ,Σq, in order to investigate the existence
of progressively equivalent martingale measures (see Section 4), one has to be able to
characterize Radon-Nikody´m derivatives dQ{dP .
Proposition 2.4 Let Q be a probability measure on Σ such that S is a Q-CRP with
parameters Λpρpθqq and QX1. Then the following are equivalent:
piq Q æ Ft „ P æ Ft for any t ě 0;
piiq QX1 „ PX1 and QW1 „ PW1;
piiiq there exists a PX1-a.s. unique function γ P FP,h such that
(RRM) QpAq “
ż
A
M
pγq
t pθq dP for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu,
with
M
pγq
t pθq :“
” Ntź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γqpXjq ¨
rΛpρpθqqs
1
pWjq
rKpθqs1pWjq
ı
¨
1´Λpρpθqqpt ´ TNtq
1´Kpθqpt´ TNtq
,
where the family M pγqpθq :“ tM
pγq
t pθqutPR` is a P -a.s. positive P -martingale satis-
fying condition EP rM
pγq
t pθqs “ 1.
Proof. Fix on an arbitrary t ě 0.
Ad piq ùñ piiq : Statement QX1 „ PX1 follows by [5], Lemma 2.1. To show statement
QW1 „ PW1, note that by the arguments used in step (a) of the proof of Lemma 2.1 the
random variable W1 is Ft-measurable; hence for given B P BpΥ q with QW1pBq “ 0, we
get PW1pBq “ 0. Replacing Q by P leads to QW1 „ PW1.
Ad piiq ùñ piiiq: Let be given u P r0, ts and A P Fu. By Lemma 2.1, for every k P N0
there exists a set Bk P σpF
W
k Y F
X
k q such that A X tNu “ ku “ Bk X tNu “ ku. Thus,
due to the fact that N has zero probability of explosion, we get
QpAq “
8ÿ
k“0
Q pBk X tNu “ kuq
“
8ÿ
k“0
QpBk X tTk ď uu X tWk`1 ą u´ Tkuq.(2)
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Fix on arbitrary n P N0 and put G :“
Şn
j“1pW
´1
j pEjq X X
´1
j pFjqq X tWn`1 ą u ´ Tnu
where Ej , Fj P BpΥ q for any j P t1, . . . , nu. Then the set G satisfies condition
(3) QpGq “
ż
G
” nź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γqpXjq ¨
rΛpρpθqqs
1
pWjq
rKpθqs1pWjq
ı
¨
QptWn`1 ą u´ Tnuq
P ptWn`1 ą u´ Tnuq
dP.
In fact, by Lemma 2.2 and Fubini’s Theorem we get
QpGq “
ż “ nź
j“1
χFjpxjq ¨ χEj pwjq ¨ ph
´1 ˝ γqpxjq ¨ rpwjq
‰
¨
QptWn`1 ą u´ wuq
P ptWn`1 ą u´ wuq
¨
P ptWn`1 ą u´ wuqPX1,...,Xn;W1,...Wnpdpx1, . . . , xn;w1, . . . , wnqq
“
ż
χG ¨
“ nź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γqpXjq ¨ rpWjq
‰
¨
QptWn`1 ą u´ Tnuq
P ptWn`1 ą u´ Tnuq
dP,
where w :“
řn
j“1wj and rpwjq :“
rΛpρpθqqs
1
pwjq
rKpθqs1 pwjq
for any j P t1, . . . , nu; hence condition (3)
follows. By a monotone class argument it can be shown that (3) remains valid for any
G P σpFWn Y F
X
n q X tWn`1 ą u´ Tnu.
But since Bk X tTk ď uu P σpF
W
k Y F
X
k q, conditions (2) and (3) imply
QpAq “
8ÿ
k“0
EP
”
χAXtNu“ku ¨
“ Nuź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γqpXjq ¨ rpWjq
‰
¨
QptWNu`1 ą u´ TNuuq
P ptWNu`1 ą u´ TNuuq
ı
.
Thus,
(4) QpAq “ EP rχA ¨M
pγq
u pθqs for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu,
implying ż
A
M pγqu pθq dP “
ż
A
M
pγq
t pθq dP for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu;
hence M pγqpθq is a P -martingale. The latter together with condition (4) proves condition
(RRM).
By (RRM) for A “ Ω we obtain
EP rM
pγq
t pθqs “
ż
Ω
M
pγq
t pθq dP “ QpΩq “ 1.
Finally, it can be easily seen that P ptNt “ nuq ą 0 and QptNt “ nuq ą 0, implying that
P ptWn`1 ą t ´ Tnuq and QptWn`1 ą t ´ Tnuq are positive. The latter, together with
the fact that h´1 ˝ γ and r are PX1- and PW1-a.s. positive functions, respectively, implies
P ptM
pγq
t pθq ą 0uq “ 1.
The implication (iii)ùñ(i) is immediate. l
Proposition 2.4 allows us to explicitly calculate Radon-Nikody´m derivatives for the most
important insurance risk processes, as the following two examples illustrate. In the first
example we consider the case of the Poisson process with parameter θ.
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Example 2.5 Take h :“ ln, θ P D :“ Υ , let ρ be a BpDq-measurable function, and let
P P MS,Exppθq and Q P MS,Exppρpθqq. By Proposition 2.4 there exists a PX1-a.s. unique
function γ P FP,ln defined by means of γ :“ ln f , where f is a Radon-Nikody´m derivative
of QX1 with respect to PX1 , such that for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu
QpAq “
ż
A
e
řNt
j“1 γpXjq ¨
ˆ
ρpθq
θ
˙Nt
¨ e´t¨pρpθq´θq dP.
In our next example we consider a renewal process with gamma distributed interarrival
times.
Example 2.6 Assume that h :“ ln, θ “ pξ1, κ1q P D :“ Υ ˆ N, let ρ be a BpDq-
BpDq-measurable function such that ρpθq “ pξ2, κ2q P D, and let P P MS,Gapθq and
Q PMS,Gapρpθqq. By Proposition 2.4 there exists a PX1-a.s. unique function γ P F
ℓ
P,ln such
that for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu
QpAq “
ż
A
e
řNt
j“1 γpXjq ¨
ˆ
ξκ22 ¨ Γpκ1q
ξκ11 ¨ Γpκ2q
˙Nt
¨ e´t¨pξ2´ξ1q ¨
řκ2´1
i“0
pξ2¨pt´TNt qq
i
i!řκ1´1
i“0
pξ1¨pt´TNt qq
i
i!
¨
Ntź
j“1
W κ2´κ1j dP.
3 The characterization
We know from Proposition 2.4 that under the weak conditions QX1 „ PX1 andQW1 „ PW1,
the measures P and Q are equivalent on each σ-algebra Ft. We first show that this result
does not, in general, hold true for F8 :“ σ
`Ť
tPR`
Ft
˘
, as the following two propositions
show. Let us start with the following helpful lemma.
Lemma 3.1 The following holds true
F8 “ F
pW,Xq
8 :“ σ
˜ď
nPN0
FWn Y
ď
nPN0
FXn
¸
.
Proof. Inclusion F8 Ď F
pW,Xq
8 follows immediately by Lemma 2.1 and the fact that N
has zero probability of explosion.
To check the validity of the inverse inclusion, fix on arbitrary n P N0. Since Xn is FTn-
measurable, we get X´1n pBq X tTn ď ℓu P F8 for all B P BpΥ q and ℓ P N0; hence
X´1n pBq P F8, implying together with the F8-measurability of Tn that F
pW,Xq
8 Ď F8. l
Note that the above lemma remains true, without the assumption P P MS,Kpθq, under
the weaker assumption that N has zero probability of explosion.
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Remark 3.2 Let Q PMS,Λpρpθqq. If PX1 ‰ QX1 or PW1 ‰ QW1 the probability measures
P and Q are singular on F8.
In fact, if PX1 ‰ QX1 and B P BpΥ q, without loss of generality we may and do assume
that PX1pBq ă QX1pBq, implying that there exists a point c P p0, 1q with PX1pBq ă
c ă QX1pBq. Putting E :“ tlimnÑ8
1
n
řn
k“1 χtXkPBu ă cu it follows by Lemma 3.1 that
E P F8, and according to the strong law of large numbers we have that P and Q are
singular on F8. In the same way it can be shown that PW1 ‰ QW1 implies that P and Q
are singular on F8.
Proposition 3.3 Let Q PMS,Λpρpθqq. The following are all equivalent:
piq the measures P and Q are equivalent on F8;
piiq PX1 “ QX1 and PW1 “ QW1;
piiiq P æ F8 “ Q æ F8.
Proof. Ad piq ùñ piiq : Assume, if possible, that PX1 ‰ QX1 . It then follows by
Remark 3.2 that the measures P and Q are singular on F8, a contradiction. Thus, we
get PX1 “ QX1 . In the same way it can be shown that PW1 “ QW1 .
Ad piiq ùñ piiiq : Condition PW1 “ QW1 implies PNt “ QNt for all t ě 0 (cf. e.g. [15],
Lemma 2.1.2). But the latter together with the fact that PX1 “ QX1 implies PSt “ QSt
for all t ě 0; hence the measures P and Q coincide on
Ť
tPR`
Ft. Consequently, P æ F8 “
Q æ F8.
The implication piiiq ùñ piq is clear. l
Proposition 3.4 Let Q P MS,Λpρpθqq. If P æ F8 ‰ Q æ F8 then P and Q are singular
on F8.
Proof. If P æ F8 ‰ Q æ F8 then by Proposition 3.3 we get PX1 ‰ QX1 or PW1 ‰ QW1 ;
hence according to Remark 3.2 we get the desired conclusion. l
Before we formulate the inverse of Proposition 2.4 (i.e. that for a given function γ P FP,h
there exists a unique probability measure Q P MS,Λpρpθqq satisfying (RRM)) we have to
prove the following result concerning the construction of compound renewal processes. To
this purpose we recall the following notations concerning product probability spaces.
By pΩ ˆ Ξ,Σ b H,P b Rq we denote the product probability space of the probability
spaces pΩ,Σ, P q and pΞ,H,Rq. If I is an arbitrary non-empty index set, we write PI for
the product measure on ΩI and ΣI for its domain.
Throughout what follows, we put rΩ :“ ΥN, rΣ :“ Bp rΩq “ BpΥ qN, Ω :“ rΩ ˆ rΩ and
Σ :“ rΣ b rΣ for simplicity.
The following result enables us to construct canonical probability spaces admitting com-
pound renewal processes.
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Lemma 3.5 For all n P N and for any fixed θ P D Ď Rd, let Qnpθq :“ Kpθq and
Rn :“ R be probability measures on BpΥ q, which are absolutely continuous with respect to
the Lebesgue measure λ æ BpΥ q. Then there exist a probability measure P :“ KpθqNbRN
on Σ and
piq a counting process N being a P -RPpKpθqq;
piiq a claim size process X satisfying condition PXn “ R for all n P N, and such that
pN,Xq is a P -risk process inducing an aggregate claims process S being a P -CRP
with parameters Kpθq and PX1.
Moreover, Σ “ F
pW,Xq
8 “ F8.
Proof. Ad piq: Fix on arbitrary θ P D Ď Rd. There exists a unique product probability
measure rP :“ rP pθq :“ KpθqN on rΣ, implying the existence of a sequence tĂWnunPN ofrP -independent random variables on p rΩ, rΣq such that
ĂWnprwq :“ rwn for each rw :“ prw1, . . . , rwn, . . .q P rΩ and n P N
satisfying rPĂWn “ Kpθq for all n P N. Define the probability measures RN and P :“ rPbRN
on rΣ and Σ, respectively, and for each n P N set Wn :“ ĂWn ˝π1, where π1 is the canonical
projection from Ω onto the first factor rΩ of Ω, and W :“ tWnunPN. Then W is P -
independent and PWn “ Kpθq for each n P N. Put Tn :“
řn
k“1Wk for any n P N0 and
T :“ tTnunPN0 , and let N :“ tNtutPR` be the counting process induced by T by means of
Nt :“
ř8
n“1 χtTnďtu for all t ě 0 (cf. e.g. [15], Theorem 2.1.1). Consequently, the counting
process N is a P -RPpKpθqq.
Ad piiq : There exists a sequence rX :“ t rXnunPN of RN-independent random variables on
p rΩ, rΣq such that
rXnprxq :“ rxn for each rx :“ prx1, . . . , rxn, . . .q P rΩ and n P N
satisfying pRNq rXn “ R for all n P N. Put Xn :“ rXn ˝ π2, where π2 is the canonical
projection from Ω onto the second factor rΩ of Ω, and X :“ tXnunPN. By standard
computations it can be proven that pN,Xq is a P -risk process. Setting St :“
řNt
n“0Xn
for all t ě 0 and S :“ tStutPR` , we get that S is a P -CRP with parameters Kpθq and PX1
induced by the P -risk process pN,Xq.
Moreover, according to Lemma 3.1 we have Σ “ F
pW,Xq
8 “ F8. l
Remark 3.6 Clearly, assuming in Lemma 3.5 condition
ş
Υ
xℓRpdxq for ℓ “ 1, 2 we obtain
that EP rX
ℓ
1s ă 8.
The following proposition shows that after changing the measure the process S remains
a compound renewal one if the Radon-Nikody´m derivative has the “right” structure on
each σ-algebra Ft. To formulate it, we use the following notation and assumption.
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Notation 3.7 LetKpθq and Λpρpθqq be probability distributions onBpΥ q such that the in-
duced distribution functions are continuously differentiable with positive derivatives rKpθqs
1
and rΛpρpθqqs
1
on Υ . For any n P N0 the class of all likelihood ratios gn :“ gθ,ρ,n : Υ
n`1 ÞÝÑ
Υ defined by means of
gnpw1, . . . , wn, tq :“
” nź
j“1
rΛpρpθqqs
1
pwjq
rKpθqs1pwjq
ı
¨
1´Λpρpθqqpt ´ wq
1´Kpθqpt´ wq
for any pw1, . . . , wn, tq P Υ
n`1, where w :“
řn
j“1wj, will be denoted by Gn,θ,ρ. Notation
Gθ,ρ stands for the set tg “ tgnunPN0 : gn P Gn,θ,ρ for any n P N0u of all sequences of
elements of Gn,θ,ρ.
Throughout what follows Kpθq, Λpρpθqq and g P Gθ,ρ are as in Notation 3.7, and P , S are
as in Lemma 3.5.
Proposition 3.8 Let γ P FP,h. Then for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu condition
QpAq “
ż
A
“ Ntź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γ ˝Xjq
‰
¨ gNtpW1, . . . ,WNt, tq dP
determines a unique probability measure Q PMS,Λpρpθqq.
Proof. Fix on arbitrary t ě 0, and define the set-functions qQnpθq, qR : BpΥ q ÞÝÑ R by
means of qQnpθqpB1q :“ EP rχW´1
1
pB1q
¨ p rΛpρpθqqs
1
rKpθqs1
˝W1qs and qRpB2q :“ EP rχX´1
1
pB2q
¨ ph´1 ˝
γ ˝X1qs for any B1, B2 P BpΥ q, respectively. Applying a monotone class argument it can
be seen that qQnpθq “ Λpρpθqq, while Lemma 2.2 (a) piq implies that qR is a probability
measure. Therefore, we may apply Lemma 3.5 with qQnpθq and qR in the place of Qnpθq and
R, respectively, to construct a probability measure qQ on Σ such that S is a qQ-CRP with
parameters Λpρpθqq and qQX1 “ qR, implying that qQX1 „ PX1 and qQW1 „ PW1 . Applying
now Proposition 2.4 we obtain qQ æ Ft „ P æ Ft, or equivalently
qQpAq “ ż
A
“ Ntź
j“1
ph´1 ˝ γ ˝Xjq
‰
¨ gNtpW1, . . . ,WNt , tq dP
for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu. Thus Q æ Fu “ qQ æ Fu for all u ě 0; hence Q æ qΣ “ qQ æ qΣ
where qΣ :“ ŤuPR` Fu, implying that Q is σ-additive on qΣ and that qQ is the unique
extension of Q on Σ “ σp qΣq. l
Remark 3.9 A well known change of measure technique for compound renewal processes
is to markovize the process and then to change the measure (cf. e.g. [1], Chapter VI,
Proposition 3.4 or [14], p. 139). Our method seems to simplify the above one.
The next result is the desired characterization. Its proof is an immediate consequence of
Propositions 2.4 and 3.8.
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Theorem 3.10 The following hold true:
piq for any Q P MS,Λpρpθqq there exists a PX1-a.s. unique function γ P FP,h satisfying
condition (RRM);
piiq conversely, for any function γ P FP,h there exists a unique probability measure Q P
MS,Λpρpθqq satisfying condition (RRM).
In order to formulate the next results of this section, let us denote by rFP,θ the class of all
real-valued BpΥ q-measurable functions βθ, such that βθ :“ γ ` αθ, where γ P FP,ln and α
is a BpDq-measurable function.
The following result allows us to convert any compound renewal process into a compound
Poisson one through a change of measure.
Corollary 3.11 If W1 P L
1pP q then the following hold true:
piq for any BpDq-BpΥ q-measurable function ρ and for any probability measure Q P
MS,Exppρpθqq there exists a PX1-a.s. unique function βθ P rFP,θ satisfying together
with ρ and Q conditions
(˚) αx “ ln ρpxq ` lnEP rW1s for all x P D
and
(RPM) QpAq “
ż
A
M
pβq
t pθq dP for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu,
where M
pβq
t pθq :“
e
řNt
j“1 βθpXj q´t¨ρpθq¨pEP rW1sq
´Nt
r
śNt
j“1rKpθqs
1 pWjqs¨p1´Kpθqqpt´TNt q
;
piiq conversely, for any function βθ P rFP,θ there exist a unique BpDq-BpΥ q-measurable
function ρ and a unique probability measure Q P MS,Exppρpθqq satisfying together
with βθ conditions (˚) and (RPM).
Proof. Fix on arbitrary t ě 0.
Ad piq : Under the assumptions of statement piq, according to Theorem 3.10 piq there
exists a PX1-a.s. unique function γ P FP,ln defined by means of γ :“ ln f , where f is a
Radon-Nikody´m derivative of QX1 with respect to PX1, such that
(5) QpAq “
ż
A
e
řNt
j“1 γpXj q ¨ e´t¨ρpθq ¨ pρpθqqNt
r
śNt
j“1rKpθqs
1pWjqs ¨ p1´Kpθqqpt´ TNtq
dP
for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu. Define the real-valued BpDq-measurable function α by
means of αx :“ ln ρpxq ` lnEP rW1s for all x P D, and put βθ :“ γ ` αθ. It then follows
that βθ P rFP,θ and that condition (˚) is valid. The latter together with condition (5)
implies condition (RPM).
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Ad piiq : Let βθ “ γ ` αθ P rFP,θ and define the BpDq-BpΥ q-measurable function ρ by
means of ρpxq :“ e
αx
EP rW1s
for any x P D. By Theorem 3.10 piiq for the function γ “ βθ´αθ
there exists a unique probability measure Q PMS,Exppρpθqq satisfying condition (RRM) or
equivalently condition (RPM). l
Remark 3.12 (a) In the special case P P MS,Exppθq, Corollary 3.11 yields the main
result of Delbaen & Haezendonck [5], Proposition 2.2.
(b) Theorem 3.10 remains true if we replace the classes MS,Λpρpθqq and FP,h by their
subclasses MℓS,Λpρpθqq :“ tQ P MS,Λpρpθqq : EQrX
ℓ
1s ă 8su and F
ℓ
P,h :“ tγ P FP,h :
EP rX
ℓ
1 ¨ ph
´1 ˝ γ ˝ X1qsu for ℓ “ 1, 2, respectively. As a consequence, Corollary 3.11
remains true if we replace the class rFP,θ by its subclass rF ℓP,θ :“ tβθ “ γ ` αθ : γ P
F ℓP,ln and α is a BpDq-measurable functionu for ℓ “ 1, 2.
The following example translates the results of Corollary 3.11 to a well known compound
renewal process appearing in applications.
Example 3.13 Fix on arbitrary t ě 0, let θ :“ pξ, 2q P D :“ Υ 2, and let P PMS,Gapθq
such that PX1 “ Gapηq, where η :“ pb, 2q P D. Let ρ be an arbitrary BpDq-BpΥ q-
measurable function and Q PMS,Exppρpθqq such that QX1 “ Exppζq where ζ is a positive
real constant. By Corollary 3.11 piq, there exists a PX1-a.s. unique function βθ :“ γ`αθ PrFP,θ, where γpxq :“ ln ζ¨e´ζ¨xb2¨x¨e´b¨x for any x P Υ and αθ :“ ln ρpθq ` lnEP rW1s “ ln 2¨ρpθqξ ,
satisfying together with ρ and Q condition
(6) QpAq “
ż
A
ˆ
1
2ξ
˙Nt
¨
e
řNt
j“1 βθpXjq´t¨ρpθq`tξ
r
śNt
j“1Wjs ¨
`
1` ξ ¨ pt´ TNtq
˘ dP
for all 0 ď u ď t and A P Fu.
Conversely, let ζ be as above and consider the function βθ :“ γ ` αθ, where γpxq :“
ln ζ¨e
´ζ¨x
b2¨x¨e´b¨x
for any x P Υ and α is a real-valued BpDq-measurable function. It then follows
easily that EP re
γpX1qs “ 1, implying that γ P FP,ln; hence βθ P rFP,θ. Thus, we may
apply Corollary 3.11 piiq to get a unique BpDq-BpΥ q-measurable function ρ and a unique
probability measure Q PMS,Exppρpθqq satisfying together with βθ conditions (˚) and (6).
But then applying Lemma 2.2 (a), we get
QX1pBq “ EP rχX´1
1
pBq ¨ e
γpX1qs “
ż
B
ζ ¨ e´ζ¨x λpdxq for any B P BpΥ q,
implying that QX1 “ Exppζq.
4 Applications
In this section we first show that a martingale approach to premium calculation principles
leads in the case of CRPs to CPPs, providing in this way a method to find progressively
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equivalent martingale measures. Next, using our results we show that if rF2P,θ ‰ H then
there exist canonical price processes (called claim surplus processes in Risk Theory) sat-
isfying the condition of no free lunch with vanishing risk.
In order to present the results of this section we recall the following notions. For a given
real-valued process Y :“ tYtutPR` on pΩ,Σq a probability measure Q on Σ is called
a martingale measure for Y , if Y is a Q-martingale. We will say that Y satisfies
condition (PEMM) if there exists a progressively equivalent martingale measure
(PEMM for short) for Y , i.e. a probability measure Q on Σ such that Q æ Ft „ P æ Ft
for any t ě 0 and Y is a Q-martingale. Moreover, let T ą 0, T :“ r0, T s, QT :“ Q æ FT ,
YT :“ tYtutPT and FT :“ tFtutPT. We will say that the process YT satisfies condition
(EMM) if there exists an equivalent martingale measures for YT, i.e. a probability
measure QT on FT such that QT „ PT and YT is a pQT ,FTq-martingale.
Suppose that X1,W1 P L
1pP q and define the premium density as
ppP q :“
EP rX1s
EP rW1s
P Υ.
Consider the process ZpP q :“ tZtutPR` with Zt :“ St´t¨ppP q for any t ě 0. The following
auxiliary result could be of independent interest, since it says that if S is under P a CRP
and the process ZpP q is a P -martingale, then Nt must have a Poisson distribution so that
S is actually a CPP.
Proposition 4.1 Let g : D ÞÝÑ Υ be the function defined by means of gpθq :“ 1
EP rW1s
for
any θ P D. Consider the following statements:
piq P is a martingale measure for ZpP q;
piiq P PM1S,Exppgpθqq;
piiiq P is a martingale measure for ZpP q such that Zt P L
2pP q for any t ě 0;
pivq P PM2S,Exppgpθqq.
Then statements piq and piiq as well as statements piiiq and pivq are equivalent. Moreover,
if X1 P L
2pP q then all statements piq to pivq are equivalent.
Proof. Fix on arbitrary t ě 0.
Ad piq ùñ piiq : Since P is martingale measure for ZpP q, we have EP rZts “ 0 implying
EP rSts “ t ¨
EP rX1s
EP rW1s
, or equivalently EP rNts “ t ¨ gpθq.
Claim. The following are equivalent:
(a) N is a P -Poisson process with parameter θ;
(b) EP rNts “ tθ.
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Proof. The above claim should be well known, but since we have not seen its proof
anywhere, we insert it for completeness. The implication paq ùñ pbq is immediate.
Ad pbq ùñ paq : To prove this implication, let us recall that the renewal function
associated with the distribution Kpθq is defined by
Upuq :“
8ÿ
n“0
K˚npθqpuq for any u P R
where K˚npθq is the n-fold convolution of Kpθq (cf. e.g. [16], Definition 17, p. 108).
Clearly Upuq “ 1 ` EP rNus for any u ě 0. Assuming that EP rNts “ tθ, we get Uptq “
1` tθ, implying that the Laplace-Stieltjes transform pUpsq of Uptq is given by
pUpsq “ ż
R`
e´s¨u dUpuq “ e´s¨0 ¨ Up0q `
ż 8
0
θe´s¨u du “
s` θ
s
for every s ě 0,
where the second equality follows from the fact that
ş
R`
e´s¨u dUpuq is a Riemann-Stieltjes
integral and U has a density for u ą 0, Upuq “ 0 for u ă 0 and it has a unit jump at
u “ 0 (cf. e.g. [16], pp. 108-109). It then follows that
pKpθqpsq “ pUpsq ´ 1pUpsq “ θθ ` s for any s ě 0,
where pKpθq denotes the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the distribution ofWn for any n P N
(cf. e.g [16], Proposition 20, p. 109); hence PWn “ Exppθq for any n P N. But since W
is also P -independent, it follows that N is a P -Poisson process with parameter θ (cf. e.g.
[15], Theorem 2.3.4). l
Thus, according to the above claim statement piiq follows.
Ad piiq ùñ piq : Since P PM1S,Exppgpθqq, it follows that S has independent increments (cf.
e.g. [15], Theorem 5.1.3). Thus, for all u P r0, ts and A P Fu we getż
A
pSt ´ EP rStsq ´ pSu ´ EP rSusq dP “
ż
Ω
χA dP ¨
ż
Ω
ppSt ´ Suq ´ EP rSt ´ Susq dP “ 0,
implying that the process tSt ´ EP rStsutPR` is a P -martingale. But since EP rSts “ t ¨
EP rS1s, statement piq follows.
Ad piiiq ùñ pivq : Since P is martingale measure for ZpP q, it follows by the equivalence of
statements piq and piiq that P PM1S,Exppgpθqq. But since Zt P L
2pP q, we have V arP rZts “
EP rNts ¨V arP rX1s `V arP rNts ¨E
2
P rX1s ă 8, where V arP denotes the variance under the
measure P ; hence V arP rX1s ă 8, implying statement pivq.
Ad pivq ùñ piiiq : Since P PM2S,Exppgpθqq andM
2
S,Exppgpθqq ĎM
1
S,Exppgpθqq, it follows again
by the equivalence of statements piq and piiq that P is a martingale measure for V . But
V arP rZts “ V arP rSts “ EP rNts¨V arP rX1s`V arP rNts¨E
2
P rX1s ă 8, where the inequality
follows by the fact that P PM2S,Exppgpθqq; hence statement piiiq follows.
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Moreover, assuming statement piiq and X1 P L
2pP q, we get immediately statement pivq,
implying that all statements piq-pivq are equivalent. l
In the next proposition we find out a wide class of canonical processes converting the
progressively equivalent measures Q of Theorem 3.10 into martingale measures. In this
way, a characterization of all progressively equivalent martingale measures, similar to that
of Theorem 3.10, is provided.
Proposition 4.2 If ℓ “ 1, 2 and P PMℓS,Kpθq the following hold true:
piq for every BpDq-BpΥ q-measurable function ρ and every Q PMℓS,Exppρpθqq there exists
a PX1-a.s. unique function βθ P rF ℓP,θ satisfying together with ρ and Q conditions
(˚), and (RPM) and a process V :“ tVtutPR`, defined by means of Vt :“ St ´ t ¨
EP rX1¨e
βθpX1qs
EP rW1s
for any t ě 0, such that Q is a PEMM for V ;
piiq conversely, for every function βθ P rF ℓP,θ and for the process V defined in piq, there
exist a unique BpDq-BpΥ q-measurable function ρ and a unique probability measure
Q P MℓS,Exppρpθqq satisfying together with βθ conditions (˚) and (RPM), and such
that Q is a PEMM for V .
In both cases V “ ZpQq.
Proof. Fix on ℓ “ 1, 2.
Ad piq: Under the assumptions of piq, by Corollary 3.11 piq and Remark 3.12 (b) there
exists a PX1-a.s. unique function βθ P rF ℓP,θ satisfying together with ρ and Q conditions (˚)
and (RPM). It then follows by Lemma 2.2 (a) and condition (˚) that V “ ZpQq; hence
by Proposition 4.1 we get that Q is a PEMM for V .
Ad piiq: Under the assumptions of piiq, by Corollary 3.11 piiq and Remark 3.12 (b) there
exists a unique BpDq-BpΥ q-measurable function ρ and a unique probability measure
Q PMℓS,Exppρpθqq satisfying together with βθ conditions (˚) and (RPM); hence according
to Proposition 4.1 the process ZpQq is a Q-martingale. Again by Lemma 2.2 (a) and
condition (˚) we obtain that V “ ZpQq. l
The next theorem connects our results with the basic notion of no free lunch with vanishing
risk ((NFLVR) for short) (see [6], Definition 8.1.2) of Mathematical Finance.
Theorem 4.3 Let P PM2S,Kpθq, βθ P
rF2P,θ and V as above. There exist a unique BpDq-
BpΥ )-measurable function ρ and a unique probability measure Q PM2S,Exppρpθqq satisfying
together with βθ conditions (˚) and (RPM), and such that for every T ą 0 the process
VT :“ tVtutPT satisfies condition (NFLVR).
Proof. Fix ona arbitrary T ą 0 and let βθ P rF2P,θ. By Proposition 4.2 piiq there
exist a unique BpDq-BpΥ )-measurable function ρ and a unique probability measure Q P
M2S,Exppρpθqq satisfying together with βθ conditions (˚) and (RPM), and such that V is a
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Q-martingale with Vt P L
2pQq for any t ě 0; hence VT is a pQT ,FTq-martingale, implying
that it is a pQT ,FTq-semi-martingale (cf. e.g. [17], Definition 7.1.1). The latter implies
that VT is also a pPT ,FTq-semi-martingale since QT „ PT (cf. e.g. [17], Theorem 10.1.8).
But since the process V satisfies condition (PEMM) we have that VT satisfies condition
(EMM). Thus, applying the Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing (FTAP for short) for
unbounded stochastic processes, see [6], Theorem 14.1.1, we obtain that the process VT
satisfies condition (NFLVR). l
Remark 4.4 It is well known that the FTAP of Delbaen & Schachermayer uses P.A.
Meyer’s usual conditions (cf. e.g. [17], Definition 2.1.5). These conditions play a funda-
mental role in the definition of the stochastic integral with respect to a (semi-)martingale.
Nevertheless, the stochastic integral can be defined for any semi-martingale without the
usual conditions (see [17], pp. 22-23 and p. 150). As a consequence, the easy implication
of the FTAP of Delbaen & Schachermayer (i.e. (EMM) ùñ (NFLVR)) holds true without
the usual conditions.
We have seen that the initial probability measure P can be replaced by another progres-
sively equivalent probability measure Q such that S is converted into a Q-CPP. The idea
is to define a probability measure Q in order to give more weight to less favourable events.
More precisely Q must be defined in such a way that the corresponding premium density
ppQq includes the safety loading, i.e. ppP q ă ppQq. This led Delbaen & Haezendonck to
define a premium calculation principle as a probability measure Q PM1S,Exppλq, for
some λ P Υ (compare [5], Definition 3.1).
In the next Examples 4.5 to 4.7, applying Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we show how
to construct premium calculation principles Q satisfying the desired property ppP q ă
ppQq ă 8, and such that for any T ą 0 the process VT has the property of (NFLVR).
For a discussion on how to rediscover some well known premium calculation principles in
the frame of classical Risk Theory using change of measures techniques we refer to [5],
Examples 3.1 to 3.3.
Example 4.5 Let θ :“ pξ, kq P D :“ Υ 2, and let P PM2S,Gapθq such that PX1 “ Gapηq,
where η :“ pζ, 2q P D. Consider the real-valued function βθ :“ γ ` αθ with γpxq :“
ln EP rX1s
2c
´ ln x ` 2pc´1q
cEP rX1s
¨ x for any x P Υ , where c ą 2 is a real constant, and αθ :“
lnp ξ
d
¨EP rW1sq, where d ă k is a positive constant. It can be easily seen that EP re
γpX1qs “ 1
and EP rX
2
1 ¨ e
γpX1qs “ 2c
2
ζ
ă 8, implying γ P F2P,ln; hence βθ P
rF2P,θ. Define the BpDq-
BpΥ q-measurable function ρ by means of ρpxq :“ eαx{EP rW1s. Thus, due to Proposition
4.2 piiq, there exists a unique premium calculation principle Q P M2S,Exppρpθqq satisfying
conditions (˚) and (RPM), and such that Q is a PEMM for the process V with Vt :“
St ´ t ¨
ξ
d
¨ EP rX1s
2c
¨EP
”
e
2¨pc´1q
c¨EP rX1s
¨X1
ı
P L2pQq for any t ě 0. Therefore, applying Lemma 2.2
(a) we get
QX1pBq “
ż
B
ζ
c
¨ e´
ζ
c
¨x λpdxq for any B P BpΥ q,
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implying that QX1 “ Expp
ζ
c
q; hence ppP q ă ppQq ă 8. In particular, according to
Theorem 4.3 for any T ą 0 the process VT satisfies the (NFLVR) condition.
Example 4.6 Let θ :“ pk, bq P D :“ Υ 2, letWpθq be the Weibull distribution over BpΥ q
defined by means of
WpθqpBq :“
ż
B
k
bk
¨ xk´1 ¨ e´px{bq
k
λpdxq for any B P BpΥ q,
and let P P M2S,Wpθq such that PX1 “ Exppηq, where η P Υ . Consider the real-valued
function βθ :“ γ ` αθ with γpxq :“ lnp1 ´ c ¨ EP rX1sq ` c ¨ x for any x P Υ , where
c ă η is a positive constant, and αθ :“ 0. It can be easily seen that EP re
γpX1qs “ 1 and
EP rX
2
1 ¨ e
γpX1qs “ 2
pη´cq2
ă 8, implying γ P F2P,ln; hence βθ P
rF2P,θ. Define the BpDq-
BpΥ q-measurable function ρ by means of ρpxq :“ eαx{EP rW1s. Applying now Proposition
4.2 piiq we get that there exists a unique premium calculation principle Q PM2S,Exppρpθqq
satisfying conditions (˚) and (RPM), and such that Q is a PEMM for the process V with
Vt :“ St´ t ¨
p1´c¨EP rX1sq¨EP rX1¨e
c¨X1s
b¨Γp1`1{kq
P L2pQq for any t ě 0. The latter together with Lemma
2.2 (a) yields
QX1pBq “
ż
B
pη ´ cq ¨ e´pη´cq¨x λpdxq for any B P BpΥ q,
implying that QX1 “ Exppη ´ cq. Thus, ppP q ă ppQq ă 8. In particular, according to
Theorem 4.3 for any T ą 0 the process VT satisfies the (NFLVR) condition.
In our next example we show how one can obtain the Esscher principle by applying
Proposition 4.2 piiq.
Example 4.7 Take θ :“ pξ, 2q P D :“ Υ 2, and let P PM2S,Gapθq such that PX1 “ Gapηq,
where η :“ pb, aq P D. Consider the real-valued function βθ :“ γ ` αθ with γpxq :“
c ¨ x ´ lnEP re
c¨X1s for any x P Υ , where c ă b is a positive constant, and αθ :“ 0.
It can be easily seen that EP re
γpX1qs “ 1 and EP rX
2
1 ¨ e
γpX1qs “ a¨pa`1q
pb´cq2
ă 8, implying
γ P F2P,ln; hence βθ P
rF2P,θ. Define the BpDq-BpΥ q-measurable function ρ by means of
ρpxq :“ eαx{EP rW1s. Thus, due to Proposition 4.2 piiq there exists a unique premium
calculation principle Q PM2S,Exppρpθqq satisfying conditions (˚) and (RPM), and such that
Q is a PEMM for the process V with Vt :“ St ´ t ¨
ξ
2
¨ EP rX1¨e
c¨X1s
EP rec¨X1 s
P L2pQq for any t ě 0.
But then, according to Lemma 2.2 (a), we have
QX1pBq “
ż
B
pb´ cqa
Γpaq
¨ xa´1 ¨ e´pb´cq¨x λpdxq for any B P BpΥ q.
The latter yields QX1 “ Gaprηq, where rη :“ pb´ c, aq P Υ 2, and
EQrX1s “
EP rX1 ¨ e
c¨X1s
EP rec¨X1s
“
a
b´ c
ą
a
b
“ EP rX1s;
hence ppP q ă ppQq ă 8. In particular, according to Theorem 4.3 for any T ą 0 the
process VT satisfies the (NFLVR) condition.
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